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Interlinked, interdependent and indivisible...

Education is a key strategy to promote the integration of SDGs in the urban context
Cities are central units of action to achieve SDGs

Inter-related nature of education and urban development

Integrated urban education strategies are promising tools to contribute to Agenda 2030
Integrated urban education strategies
IIIEP/UNESCO research programme

How can cities ensure successful planning to achieve SDG 4?
National decentralization framework

Education planning and management (EPM)

- Responsibilities in education
- Actors in charge of EPM: profiles & capacities
- Planning cycle
- Resources (central and local)
- Coordination mechanisms with local education professionals, citizens, civil society and private sector

Planning for SDGs in other sectors

- Education-related areas
- Planners
- Strategic priorities

Integrated planning at the city level

- A reality?
- A promising strategy?
2019-20
• Research in France
• International survey

2020-21
• Research in cities (worldwide)

2021
• Leveraging knowledge (publications, dissemination, tools and training)
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